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Translation as an Art

Chenjerai Hove

Abstract

Prenant l’exemple de la traduction de ses propres uvres, Chenjerai Hove illustre à travers une série
d’exemples en quoi traduire revient à participer à l’acte de création.  L’appropriation du contexte culturel,
historique, psychologique de l’ uvre et le fait de s’imprégner du texte, dans le détail des mots et des phrases
tout en sachant prendre de la distance pour savoir rendre l’ensemble sont , selon lui,  les qualités majeures
d’une traduction fidèle.

The story is told of a Japanese translator who, on finding a sentence 'the police came with kudus
into Soweto Township' understood the sentence to mean the South African police brought the animals
called kudus to quell a riot in the township. Little did the translator know that kudus were a type of
military vehicle used by apartheid South African police to violently crush public disturbances. The
translator had missed the cultural context of the whole text because he had not made enough effort to
search for the small and big hidden cultural notes in any text.

Translation is an art in itself. As an artist, the translator becomes as much part of the text as the
original creator of the text. In other words, the two, author and translator, meet in the text in order to
create something new called a translation. Both share the same vision since I believe the original
creator is also a kind of translator who works with original materials from his society and language to
give birth to the original text. The author is a translator of other people's visions and words.

Sometimes the 'other people' in the text are the characters who shape the text as well as the vision
of a writer as he or she creates texts for them to say on the final page. The translator too has to go
through the same activity of locating the voices of the 'other people' as well as the voice of the author.
In the end, something new is born, a translated text of a novel, a poem or a dramatic piece.

In order for that marriage of texts to happen, the translator has to wear many shoes in his or her
imagination. he has to translate the author's texts as well as other silent texts which, if he listens
attentively, he will be able to hear deep down in the original text.

As an art, translation requires that the translator immerses himself or herself into the literary work
in so many different ways. The sounds of the original language and even its echoes and suggestion in
the distance, all have to be translated.

My first Norwegian translator worked through my novel Bones in a thoroughly mechanical way. It
was only at the last minute and just before the printing that she ran to the publisher and confessed that
she had not been able to totally immerse herself in the text. She withdrew her text and asked the
publisher to search for another translator.

I am talking of what one could call resonating with the text to be translated. If a translator does not
resonate with the text, the risk is that it will be a piece of mechanical translation which these days one
finds in computerised translations.
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Maybe computerised translations of texts work with technical language, especially in the sciences.
But in literary works, they are simply too distant from any form of resonance with the text. For
resonance with the original text only starts when the translator begins to feel as though he or she were
a small part of the original creator of the text.

There is creative translation just as there is creative reading. Creative translation makes the creator
a joint creator of the original text because imaginatively the translator almost drowns himself in the
text and participates in its creation. It is the same with a creative reader. The creative reader/translator
also drowns himself or herself in the text to a point when those rhythms and sounds of the words of the
original text begin to appear in the new, receiving language.

Until such a harmony is discovered between the original language and the receiving language, the
translation will be found wanting.

Now how is such a harmony discovered? I have already invoked some of the ingredients above, but
it is important for the translator to rise above mere words and phrases. Every sentence of the original
text has its own pace, rhythm, discords, harmonies and disharmonies which should be part of the
translation.

Sometimes even the harmony and disharmony of the geographical landscape of the original text are
in it and the translator has to move into that realm. For example, whenever I read some Indian poetry
aloud, I cannot help hearing the sounds of the river Ganges hidden in the intricacy of the words and the
way they are sequenced.

Sometimes the hidden sounds of the landscape are visible, but at times they lie hidden in the
intricate veins of the original text. A good translator finds them and works them into the new language.
A bad translator ignores them and ends up giving the readers of the new language what I could call 'a
dried piece of meat' of a translation: breathless, bloodless, juiceless.

Every creative piece of work has its cultural context. The culture which the language carries has
many other corners like music, dance, proverbs, humour, ways of living and dying, cultural space
which is also emotional space as well as the psychology of the land. There is even the history of
language in every word, phrase and sentence used by the original creator.

The effective translator searches for those cultural goods to the point where he or she begins to
realise that some experiences might not be possible to translate. For example, I use a lot of children's
play songs in my novels. I always ask my translators not to worry themselves by translating them
because they will look absurd in translation.

They will look absurd because their cultural contexts cannot be found in the English, French or
Japanese ways of play.

In my language, there is the culture of joking with or about a corpse at a funeral. Sometimes it does
not make sense for such a humorous episode to be translated into a language in which such a cultural
practice is unheard of. The translator, as a creative participant, has to find a way, beyond mere words,
of translating that experience and making sense of it.
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Although translation is simply a matter of words and phrases and sentences, it helps if a translator
knows a little bit of the original linguistic context of the words to be translated. If, for example, a
translator works on my texts, it is better and easier for him to handle the cultural materials of the text if
the translator has some knowledge of a Bantu language.

Knowing a bit of the language enables the translator to realise the cultural baggage which the
original language carries. My Japanese translator had to visit Zimbabwe and spend a few months
learning the basics of the Shona language. By so doing he was able to immerse himself into the human
experiences which the language was fighting to portray in the literature.

But practically, it may not be possible for the translator to travel that far and to have the time to
familiarise with the culture from which the original language comes. Bearing in mind that limitation, it
becomes urgent for a thorough exchange of notes, faxes and email between the translator and the
original writer of the text.

Translation is an act of profound communication, and it requires thorough search of the 'other'
through the text and subtext. Both texts meet through the two creative participants, translator and
author. Without it, a lot of translation sad stories will be recorded.

When all these things are well done, the reader will be able to enjoy a genuine piece of art translated
from one language to another, in its beauty and ugliness. For the translator also runs the risk of re-
writing the original text, making it more beautiful or uglier than the original. It is up to the translator to
use his or her own tools of professionalism and sensitivity in order to render its rightful place among
other unique artistic works to the original work.


